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Oh, friends, it’s good to be back preaching in the Sanctuary this morning. I know that’s the case 

for so many of you who have been hoping at least to see this space over the last several months.  

In fact, it was almost exactly three months ago when I last preached from this location as you 

were just beginning to tune in from home. There is something sacred for so many of us about a 

sanctuary, and especially this sanctuary. If these walls could talk, I can only think of the stories 

they’d tell of the baptisms that have been celebrated, of the couples that have been married, of 

the times that we’ve joined around a communion table to receive bread and cup, of the faithful 

ones we’ve offered back to God, of the choirs of children and adults that have sung praises, of 

the prayers offered up, and of the many who’ve committed or recommitted their lives to Jesus 

here in this space. 

 

This is the place where we come to do faith and life together as disciples of Jesus Christ. This 

building is where we have supported one another, cared for one another, taught one another, 

blessed one another, and been sent out to reach a world in need together. Here in this place, 

we’ve committed to living together; to looking one another in the eyes and naming the sacred 

presence of the living God who dwells among us as we gather. Perhaps the hallways and rooms 

of this building are hallowed, but no more so than the lives which gather in this sacred space. 

 

Try as we might, we cannot avoid one another here. No, here we see one another face to face and 

eye to eye whether we’re working a rummage sale, worshiping with one another, sharing in a 

journey group, or working on a mission team. Here, within this sacred space, we come together, 

with agreements and disagreements, to see the presence of God who comes among us whenever 

we are gathered together. We risk the difficult conversations in this space because we meet God 

when we do—in the voices of those around us, in the eyes of friends which cannot escape us, in 

the stories that others share with us. 

 

Certainly now is that time that we sense our need to be together most! The global health crisis 

brought out plenty for us to discuss as we thought about the struggles between valuing life and 

valuing an economy that provides for life. We were just beginning to hear the stories of 

inequities in healthcare access and how some communities and peoples are impacted by the 

COVID crisis more than others. 
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As we’ve slowly started to live into this new normal after months of closures, late in May we 

witnessed the brutal murder of George Floyd at the hands of police in Minneapolis. Our hearts 

have broken as we watched the news footage. Over the last few weeks, we have been reminded 

in so many ways that as far as we may have come, there is still so much more work to do when it 

comes to addressing the evils of oppression that still impact the lives of persons of color in our 

land. 

 

In the days since, we’ve heard or spoken phrases like “white privilege,” “racial injustice,” 

“systemic racism,” “white fragility” and “anti-racist.” Whether you’ve joined protestors in the 

streets or watched them on the news, there is so much of heart and soul tied up in these moments. 

 

So many of you have entered into the discourse of social media. I know because we’re all 

reading what one another writes on any given day. Over and over again, I realize how difficult 

the conversation is for so many. When our privilege gets in the way, when our advantage gets in 

the way, it becomes difficult for us to hear the hearts of those who are hurting the most. All too 

often, we are thinking so hard about what to say next so that we might defend ourselves that we 

miss the opportunity to hear the stories of those who have been most affected by the injustices of 

racism in our world. 

 

This past week, I read a CNN article of one peaceful protest that was taking place in Whitefish, 

Montana, when a middle-aged white man named Ray became agitated by the protest and began 

shouting at the protestors that had gathered. As Ray’s voice got louder, the protestors responded 

with one word in unison, “Peaceful.” Ray continued to shout until he eventually found himself 

standing in front of a young bi-racial woman named Samantha Francine. 

 

Samantha told reporters that as Ray started shouting in her face, she felt no fear. Instead, she 

simply looked Ray in the eyes as she remembered something her white father had told her when 

she was just a child. While her father had passed away 16 years ago, the words flooded into her 

mind: “No matter who the threat is, no matter what the threat is, you look them in the eye so that 

they know you’re human.” Samantha went on to say, “In that moment, I felt those words that my 

father spoke to me from such a young age and I saw fear in his eyes and I knew he wasn’t going 

to hurt me. He was just upset and uncomfortable, so I just stood my ground and it got captured in 

such a beautiful way.”1 

 

Those words have stuck in my mind throughout this past week as I’ve thought about these times, 

my friends. Surely now is a time to look one another in the eyes and listen at a much deeper 

level. When difficult and uncomfortable conversations arise about racism and the part that we 

might knowingly or unknowingly play in its continuance, what fears might we bring to the 

conversation that make us want to end the conversation or walk away? What makes us want to 

rush through the painful parts of our history that continue to impact how we live in the world 

today? How might we have the courage to look one another in the eyes that we might see the 

humanity of our sisters and brothers who continue to experience the painful effects of systemic 

racism and injustice to this very day? 

 

Did you know that difficult conversations are not new for people of faith? Neither are stories of 

injustice new to people of faith. In our scripture lesson this morning, we hear the story of Esther, 
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or Hadassah, as she was known by her Hebrew name. You might remember that Esther had risen 

to be queen to the Persian king Xerxes I, thanks to her uncle, Mordecai. Yet, no one knew that 

Esther’s ancestry was Jewish. 

 

One day, one of the king’s nobles, named Hamman, walked by the king’s gate and was frustrated 

that Mordecai was the only one who would not bend his knee to him. Upset by Mordecai’s lack 

of respect and reverence, Hamman conspires to kill all of the Jewish people in the land. When 

Mordecai finds out about it, he puts on sackcloth and mourns and sends word to Queen Esther 

about the predicament of their people. Mordecai tells her that she can do something about it if 

she will just approach the king and speak out on behalf of her people. 

 

There’s only one small problem. If Esther approaches the king without being invited, she could 

be put to death. When she conveys her struggle to Mordecai, he sends word back saying the 

words that are so famous in the scriptures: “Do not think that because you are in the king’s 

house, you alone of all the Jews will escape. For if you remain silent at this time, relief and 

deliverance for the Jews will arise from another place, but you and your father’s family will 

perish. And who knows but that you have come to your royal position for such a time as this?” 

 

In that moment, Esther is faced with a decision that is life and death, not only for her but for her 

people. Her privilege and power would not exempt her from persecution as well. She can avoid 

the conversation with the king, but then her people would perish. Or she can risk entering into 

the king’s presence uninvited and she might perish. Uncle Mordecai’s words are almost 

haunting, “Just because you are in the king’s house doesn’t mean that you’ll escape. And if you 

don’t help out your people, help will arise from another place.” 

 

The interesting thing as you read Esther’s entire story is that God is never mentioned in the book 

of Esther. Did you know that? God is never mentioned in the entire book of Esther. God is not 

named once. Yet, God’s fingerprints are all over the story. Mordecai’s call for Esther is a call to 

come to the aid of her own people who are hurting and oppressed. Mordecai’s call is God’s call 

on her life. If she doesn’t help, God will raise up someone else to do so because God is always 

about freeing people from evil, injustice, and oppression. If you read the rest of the story, you 

know that Hamman’s plot is foiled as Esther wins over the heart of the king who hears her story 

and the story of her people. 

 

In our baptismal vows, we are asked, “Do you accept the freedom and power God gives you to 

resist evil, injustice, and oppression in whatever forms they present themselves?” Our response is 

always, “I do.” Yet, what does that “I do” actually mean for us today? How do we live it out 

today? 

 

It’s time for us to engage in the more difficult conversations with one another, friends. But this 

time, we must begin by listening; listening to the stories of those who are oppressed as Esther 

listened to the stories of her own people. Too easily, we deny the pain and experience of others.  

We want to be clear that we’re not like followers of hate groups. We don’t practice radical acts 

of intimidation or violence. We don’t kill people who look different than us. Yet, we miss the 

subtle and sometimes overt ways that we participate in systems that continue to give advantage 

to some while people of color are disadvantaged. 
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In this time, I’m inviting us to look into one another’s eyes and see the humanity of one another; 

to hear the stories of pain and harm and to sit with it rather than defend our own levels of 

comfort or our ways of living. Don’t push aside the conversations because you’re offended. 

 

What might be different if a group of police officers in Minnesota would have first thought about 

the humanity of George Floyd? What if just one of them would have heard his cries for his 

mother as he pleaded for help and been moved to act with compassion? What if they would have 

recognized the soul that was behind his eyes that day, the human that God named “Beloved”? 

 

There are so many stories we have yet to hear that we might come to learn better from our 

history. Too many stories were left out of our history classes as we were growing up. The stories 

of Emmett Till and Medgar Evars were never told to me as a youth. I learned them as an adult.  

Why is that? Why were these stories not shared alongside the stories of others of the 

predominant culture? 

 

There are stories that were told for a time but lost from our consciousness as we think about the 

stories of Rodney King, and here in Detroit of Malice Green. We must hear the pain of families 

like that of Botham Jean, Corey Jones, Trayvon Martin, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery.  

Lord, may we never forget the story and the images that we saw of George Floyd while holding 

in mind the stories of so many others whose brutal deaths were not caught on video for the world 

to see. 

 

Yes, there is so much pain to the stories. These are difficult conversations about who we are, 

where we’ve been, and where we’re headed. Telling these stories, hearing these truths, involves 

risks. We will risk who we thought we were that we may become who God calls us to be.  

Difficult conversations come with some risk; even risking our lives and life as we know it that 

we might live the life that we are called to live in Jesus Christ. 

 

Like Esther, our moment is now. Will we risk it all? What fears hold us back? Might we perish?  

Perhaps. But if we perish, we perish with one another. Or do we yet believe in the One who 

brings life when we bring our lives into the light of love and grace that is enough to bring us to 

healing and hope again?  

 

Eric Smith is going to close us with a song that has been running through my mind all week long.  

It’s by Carrie Newcomer. Both the artist and the song may be new to some of you, but I hope 

you’ll discover the power that I hear in her words in these moments. She begins, “If not now, tell 

me when. If not now, tell me when. We may never see this moment or place in time again. If not 

now, if not now, tell me when.” Might Newcomer’s words be our benediction, our words of 

blessing and the charge we have to keep in these days. “If not now, tell me when.” 

 

 

 

 
1 https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/08/us/girl-black-lives-matter-montana-agitator-trnd/index.html 
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